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 The Wood Family Foundation holiday spirit is in full swing for our Warm Wishes program!

On December 13th we will be creating a Winter Wonderland and fulfilling Warm Wishes for over 470
students at Lawndale Elementary Community Academy. Over the last two years the Warm Wishes
program has provided over 700 warm coats and 1600 gifts. Thanks to wonderful sponsors, partners,
and people like you, we have also been able to provide books for each students reading level along

with hats, gloves, and scarves!

WFF is proud to announce our generous sponsors for Warm Wishes 2013; Walgreens and JP
Morgan Chase, in addition to the wonderful support of Anderson's Books, Chicago Athletic Club and

Art of Imagination. If you would like to join us and give to Chicago's k ids, visit our website and
sponsor a Lawndale student today. 
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- Support A Lawndale Student Today -

This year we are asking you to help us support LCA by adopting a student, multiple students, or
even a class! We would like all of our Wood Family Foundation supporters to get involved in a bigger
way, directly impacting students that have little resources to celebrate the holiday. Lawndale
Elementary Community Academy has one of the community's highest homeless rates, we are
asking you to do your part and step up to the plate for Chicago's kids in need. 

Click here to give back now.

- 2013 Warm Wishes Recipient School -

 

Warm Wishes 
December 13, 2013
Lawndale Elementary Community Academy
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This will be our third year bringing Warm Wishes to
one of our four target neighborhoods and this year, we
could not be more excited to be working with
Lawndale Elementary Community Academy! LCA is
located in the heart of Lawndale, prior to being
converted to a school in 1956, it was the Jewish
People's Institute, built in 1927. Much of the beautiful
architecture from this period remains, including the
magnificent auditorium. Due to LCA's historical
significance, the building was named an official
Chicago Landmark. 
 
LCA is one of CPS's schools with great need and as a

result, was just named an OS4 Reinvestment School. School leaders and faculty will receive
comprehensive professional development tailored to the specific need of each school, aimed at
providing every child with a rigorous and quality education to help prepare them for success. We
hope the addition of the Warm Wishes program will highlight that we are all invested in the success
of Chicago's kids! 
 

As we begin to prepare for LCA's holiday celebration, we wanted to introduce you to one of their
leaders, Vice Principal Lakeisha Moody.

 

- Interview with LCA's Vice Principal Lakeisha Moody -
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What is your favorite thing about your school,
Lawndale Elementary Community Academy
(LCA)? 

The children's passion and zeal are evident
everyday through their huge smiles and laughter.
They are happy to see teachers who they love and
administration they respect. It is that consistency
that makes Lawndale support each and every
student to their greatest ability. 

 

What strides has LCA made since your time as Vice Principal?

The culture at LCA has made great strides to build a positive atmosphere for everyone school wide.
Principal Willette has hired many new staff members that exemplify greatness and Mr. Willette's
leadership guides them to be leaders themselves. This in hand has reflected in our improved math
and reading scores school wide. 

What are the main goals to continue to improve LCA?

There is always ways to improve instruction, Principal Willette believes by keeping our staff as
active learners and teachers, we will make huge gains. We also want to be able to allocate as many
resources as possible back into the community, building family connections and positive school
culture. All of these things will continue to increase school achievement. 

Why do you think neighborhood schools are important in neighborhoods like Lawndale?

Neighborhood schools are the heart of the community. They are the support systems for many
families. Neighborhood schools directly help all children that need extra help, family structure, and
support. It is a safe haven and consistent loving hand that helps them whenever they need us.
Neighborhood schools build family connections and consistent, reliable staff that go all out to make
sure that every child is loved and taught with high expectations. 

What will the Warm Wishes program mean to your students?
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Warm Wishes will provide many of our students with a holiday gift, the only one they may receive. It
will also give them a warm coat, which some at this point do not have. This in turn inspires them to
be dedicated students because they know they are loved and cared for. Our students at Lawndale
deserve it, they work  so hard. 
 
 

- Amazon Smile -

This month when you are shopping on Amazon.com please participate in their new charity initiative,
Amazon Smile. Select the charity of your choice, (Wood Family Foundation of course), and
Amazon will donate 0.5% of your purchase to us. Only items with the smile icon qualify for this
initiative. 

Visit smile.amazon.com today and help put a smile on Chicago's kids this holiday season!

 

 
 

- WFF Partnership Spotlight-

WFF is so excited to have Art of Imagination working with us again this year for Warm Wishes! Last year
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Founder Deborah Weisenhuas and her team did a beautiful job transforming Nash Elementary into a
magical winter wonderland.

Plans for Lawndale Elementary Community Academy
are currently underway and we cannot wait to see their
incredibly historic auditorium transformed. 

We would like to thank Art of Imagination for all their
vision that makes Warm Wishes so special each year. 

Learn more about Art of Imagination here! 

- Be Social -

WFF is excited about our increased use of social media! If you haven't already, follow us on twitter,
like us on facebook, and view our photos on instagram! By connecting with us via social media you
are helping us spread the word, raise awareness and increase the number of folks that can reach
Chicago's kids in need.

Thank you for your support! 
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- About WFF -

 

The Wood Family Foundation is a non-profit 501c3 organization founded in June 2011 by
Chicago Cubs pitcher Kerry Wood and his wife Sarah. WFF works to improve the lives of
Chicago's kids by raising funds and awareness for their children's programs. Despite the

curve balls that may come their way, every child should be given a chance in life, regardless
of resources, opportunity, or geography. That's why the Wood Family Foundation prides
itself as an advocate for Chicago area children, providing support not just on a one-time
basis but through long-term relationships with kids and their communities, ensuring the

consistency and emotional structure they need to succeed.

We believe all kids have potential.
We're here to help them swing for the fences.  
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